Opposition party members quiz DPM on GST, immigration
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Leaders and members of opposition parties questioned Deputy Prime Minister Heng Swee Keat about the goods and services tax (GST), immigration and the elected presidency yesterday at the annual Singapore Perspectives conference, giving a preview of the issues that might dominate at the next general election.

The exchanges followed a speech by Mr Heng in which he set out the fourth-generation political leadership’s pledge to work with Singaporeans in shaping the country’s future and making the partnership a cornerstone policy.

Singapore Democratic Party chairman Paul Tambyah, People’s Power Party chief Goh Meng Seng and Progress Singapore Party (PSP) assistant secretary-general Leong WaI Mun were among opposition politicians invited to the conference by the Institute of Policy Studies (IPS).

IPS director Janadas Devan said in his opening remarks that Workers’ Party chief Pritam Singh had declined an invitation to speak at the event.

Dr Tambyah fired the first question from the floor, questioning the Government’s decision to raise GST, which he said is acknowledged universally as regressive. The tax is set to go up from 7 per cent to 9 per cent some time between 2021 and 2025.

But Mr Heng said Singapore’s tax system as a whole is progressive, with more benefits going to the lower-income groups.

He cautioned against nitpicking on one or two aspects of it. Also, the GST is borne not just by Singaporeans, but also by anyone who consumes goods and services in Singapore, including tourists and expatriates who work here, he added.

He also said he had considered alternatives, but had less room to play with corporate and personal income taxes as people and companies could relocate easily.

Mr Goh questioned him next on the immigration policy, asking if society could become more inclusive if the Government caved to the pressure of new citizens whose allegiances may not lie with Singapore.

Mr Heng said new citizens could indeed become a divisive force if people exploit the issue and “start casting doubts on the loyalty and fitness of new citizens”.

He added that there was no reason to doubt their loyalty as they have become citizens by conviction, having chosen to come to Singapore to build a future.

Many are also married to Singaporeans, with one in three marriages here between a Singaporean and a national of another country.

Pointing to how some people have promulgated a narrative which pits born and bred Singaporeans against new citizens, Mr Heng said: “In that regard, I must say I am very troubled that so many people are seeking to exploit these differences instead of making the effort to integrate them.”

He added that while the Government must do its best to take care of Singaporeans, taking a nativist approach is not the way and will cause Singapore to wither.

The issue of the elected presidency was raised by Mr Leong. The PSP’s leader, Dr Tan Cheng Bock, became ineligible to run in the 2017 presidential election after the eligibility criteria were tightened.

Mr Leong, who said he was speaking in his personal capacity, argued that such strict criteria would limit the pool of possible candidates and curtail the institution’s effectiveness as a check on the Government.

Replying, Mr Heng said the President continues to play a very important role as custodian of Singapore’s reserves, citing, for instance, that the Budget cannot be introduced in Parliament until the President has been satisfied it will not draw on past reserves.
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S’pore needs leaders willing to stay the course: Chan

It doesn’t need ‘fair-weather candidates’ who join politics only during good times, he says

Linette Lai
Political Correspondent

Singapore does not need “fair-weather candidates” who join politics only when times are good, Minister for Trade and Industry Chan Chun Sing said yesterday.

Instead, it needs leaders who are willing to stay the course, win the trust of Singaporeans, make tough decisions and carry them out, he added.

“In fact, in the toughest of times, we find it easier to select people,” Mr Chan said at the annual Singapore Perspectives conference, organised by the Institute of Policy Studies.

“On the other hand, when times are good, there are many people who want to step forward, and you really have to be careful who you choose.”

He was responding to Ms Lee Huay Leng, who had asked about the difficulty of getting people to join politics. Ms Lee heads Singapore Press Holdings Chinese Media Group and was moderating a dialogue with the minister.

Mr Chan also said the intense scrutiny of politicians and their families, especially in the age of social media, may deter prospective candidates from entering politics.

But those who do are “prepared to put aside their personal interests – and to some extent, their families’ interests – in service of the country”, he said.

He added that the challenge of attracting political talent is not just that of bringing in people with the intellect, but also those with the right values and motivations.

“The first order of business is how do you get people with the right values in, and to the best of our efforts, we may still get it wrong,” he said.

“Once they are in, how do we get them into a coherent team – that they do not love themselves more than they love the country?”

The conference was attended by nearly 1,000 people, including students, civil servants, academics and representatives from civil society and the private sector, as well as leaders and members of opposition parties.

Speakers at the conference, including Deputy Prime Minister Heng Swee Keat, discussed topics such as politics in Singapore and how the political dynamic has shifted in recent years.

During the session, former senior minister of state for foreign affairs Zainul Abidin Rasheed, who is Singapore’s non-resident ambassador to Kuwait, asked Mr Chan which policy areas the Government should revisit.

Mr Chan said it is an ongoing effort in many areas, from tracking broad geopolitical shifts to changes in Singapore’s domestic societal makeup.

“We cannot assume that just because we have got certain things right at this point in time, that this will always be right,” he said. “That would be a very, very bad mistake.”

For instance, his ministry is constantly looking at Singapore’s economic strategy, he said.

The minister also cited the example of more inter-ethnic marriages and marriages between Singaporeans and foreigners, which means the compartmentalisation of people according to race will have to change.

“The complexity of our society will definitely change in the upcoming years,” he said. “And if all these things are going to change, then we have to seriously ask ourselves, every step of the way, are our policies still right and relevant?”

Assistant Professor Walid Jumblatt of Nanyang Technological University’s Public Policy and Global Affairs Programme asked Mr Chan if it was possible to have the Electoral Boundaries Review Committee (EBRC) completely independent of the Prime Minister’s Office.

He also suggested limiting the maximum size of group representation constituencies (GRCs) to two people. “If the intention is minority representation, we do not need more than two people,” he said.

Mr Chan said the committee, formed last August and still working out the boundaries, is made up of public servants with knowledge of issues such as population and demographic changes.

“I have never doubted their independence. They do their job professionally,” he said. “No matter who does the work, how it is done, you have to report to somebody and present it to be approved and issued,” he said.

Mr Chan added that Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong has already instructed the committee to reduce the average size of GRCs and create more single-member constituencies.

“When I have to have the EBRC work to be done before we make any comments,” he said.
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Panellists discuss type of opposition Singaporeans want in local politics

Riki casmski

The type of opposition that Sin-
gaporeans want in local politics was among the issues observers dis-
cussed yesterday during a panel dis-
sussion at the National University of Singapore’s political leas-
cape.

The opposition’s diversity is a re-
flection of the lack of consensus among voters about the kind of
political competition they want, said Mr. Zainal Hadi bin Yusof, a former ar-
ty editor of The Straits Times.

Academic Lee Eng Eng, who was also on the panel in the conference
organized by the Institute of Policy Studies, said that a lack of co-
operation among opposition parties while at the same time supporting rivalry
among them, was one of the fundamental drivers of the country’s politi-
cal landscape.

The main issue, he said, is to find a way to organize and frame the
kind of political competition that is fundamentally different from the rul-
ing PAP’s model of a “PAP rule” and promotes change at the margins.

The other panellists, veteran jour-

nalists Bhaskar Ramachandran, who chairs
the National Election Board, and SNS,
warned that Singapore’s politics will not move forward if the country’s
people’s policy is “a narrow-minded, narrow-minded view of politics” that are currently prevailing.

Identity politics are already
spicing up, although usually not
in a healthy way, he said. For
example, taking white de-

nominating the National Uni-

versity of Singapore (NUS).

Mr. Zainal Hadi said it is self-evident that the country is not as radically different from the rul-
ing PAP in its approach to politics.

The event was part of the Institute of Policy Studies’ series of panel dis-
sussions on Singapore’s political landscape.
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